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One of the big challenges in the field of education today is…teacher 
turnover
2
Qualities of alternative teacher education programs: 
Accelerated AND more intense than traditional MEd 
programs
3
Opportunites to put theory into DAILY practice for an entire school year!
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Over 30 years and going strong!!!
1st partnership: Shady Hill in Cambridge (1972), BB&N (1977); Carroll-
BB&N recent (2002), Hillside in Needham is the newest (2006)
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Others in Field Placement Office (Kim Childs & Peggy Maki) AND in 
Admissions (Rosie Davis)
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2 schools and 1 university; special link with Center for Special 
Education
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Partner Profile #1 - an independent school, as well as a Mass C766-
approved private school, Grades 1 - 8
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Partner Profile #2 - 3 campuses in Cambridge. Currently, Carroll/BB&N 
Program takes place at the lower school: Beginners (PreK 1 & 2) 
through Grade 6 (first year, also at secondary level)
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Partner Profile #3 - Vision is to create collaborations among families, 
schools, & communities
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See updated Course Sequence (spring, 2009)
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Angie’s particular area of expertise is language development
Bev is a science teacher by training; has been involved with TTI since it 
was founded in 1977
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Reference: Humphrey, D.C. & Wechsler, M. Insights into Alternative 
Certification: Initial findings from a national study. Teachers College 
Record, 109(3), 483-530, http://www.tcrecord.org, ID Number: 12145, 
Date Accessed: 3/3/2009 3:46:53 PM
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This is where the Sped Center can help to smooth the way for busy 
interns
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Another role for CSped Liaison. Purpose of implementing an outcome-
base process… 
Reference:McNamara, C. (1997-2008) Basic Guide to Program 
Evaluation
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May develop additional tools, e.g., participant characteristics
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NOTE: 3 kinds of turnover
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Another program outcome: successful placement, often within a month 






Data collected via follow-up phone surveys (2007 and 2008) & 
“Evaluation of LU Collaborative Programs” forms
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